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The Founder

Maximilian Röder

... was born into a family full of musicians. 
His grandfather started a retail store for musical instruments in the 
early 50‘s. Now this business is one of the world‘s biggest point of 
contact and a reference shop for musicians. 

In his family business he had the great opportunity to gain very 
exclusive knowledge and important experiences.
Along the way he never stopped beeing interested in fashion and 
started designing his first fashion pieces at the age of 14. 

When he‘s not working on building his brand or developing new designs, 
he travels around the world to catch new vibes and feelings.

He‘s definitly living The Rockstar Lifestyle.
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The Brand

Max Macchina

The luxury fashion label MAX MACCHINA was established in 2016, spe-
cialized on high-quality garments for both women and men.

Max Macchina leather jackets are inspired by great legends of the 
Rock’n’Roll history. 

The “Rockstar” collection for men is driven by the glamour of classic 
Rock’n’Roll and has an extravagant and unique style.

For women there is the elegant and seductive “I’m attracted to Rock-
stars” collection.
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The Headquarters

Designed in Germany - Handcrafted in Paris

The headquarters is the place where the magic happens. Maximilian Röder 
starts to design all the fashion masterpieces in Zellingen germany where 
the headquarters is. 

Best genuine leather is used for every single leather jacket. From lamb, 
cow, python or crocodile. Max Macchina only gets the best materials for 
high-end fashion collections. 

The workshop in Paris is one of the best workshops in the world for 
producing luxury leather fashion. The workers there have many years of 
erfahrung.

Every Jacket of Max Macchina is fully handcrafted by only one worker, 
so every piece of Max Macchina has is own signature.

Became part of the fabulous fashion of Max Macchina.
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The Workshop

Fully Handcrafted in Paris

Max Macchinas workshop is based in Paris France.

Over 30 years of experience guarantees the highest production quality. 
The passion of the employees on leather is truely the key to masterpieces. 
Paris is world wide known as the „Fashion City“ - everyone knows that 
luxury fashion is made there.

Quality and details are the passion of our workshop. This goes hand in 
hand with tradition. Traditional every jacket is fully handcrafted by one 
worker. Every jacket has is own signature of the worker.

We guarantee that every single piece is the highest quality. 
Max Macchina is known for highest range of quality and the definition of 
luxury fashion.

Max Macchina Paris.
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Cow and Lamb Leather

Python Leather

Crocodile Leather

Extra soft skin is specially made for Max Macchina. 
Its apperance is unique and feels like your second skin. 
Slightly and typically leather shining is matched by a fantastic soft 
touch. Leather jackets made out of lamb leather skin are really light.

Eyecatching python skin pattern is one of the well known elements of 
Max Macchina. Truely the python leather speaks for its self. 
Front-Cut or Back-Cut skin of the snake is used to impress the design by 
material. Classic designs uncommon with exotic material.

The explanation of luxury. High end material for the masterpieces.
As rare as the leather is are leather jackets made out of crocodile skin. 
Truely the definition of luxury.
Finest crocodile skin on the highest level of quality.

The Elements


